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SELF BALANCING STRAIN GAGE SIGNAL CONDITIONING
FOR THE TRIDENT II (D-5) MISSILE

David Penharlow
West Coast Engineering Manager

Aydin Vector Division
P.O. Box 3033

Vista, CA 92083

ABSTRACT

Strain gage signal conditioning requirements of the Trident II (D-5) Missile offer the
instrumentation designer some unusual challenges. Large quantities of strain gages are
installed in inaccessible locations of the missile. These strain gage signals require balance
adjustment a few seconds after application of power. Traditional strain gage balance
techniques were rejected due to the inaccessibility of the units and the time requried for the
adjustment.

This paper discusses the selected solution to this problem – the Aydin Vector BCA-916
Self Balancing Bridge Conditioning Amplifier. The amplifier assembly achieves high
performance in a small package through the use of thick film hybrid technology. The
amplifier uses a digital autobalance technique to offset the strain gage unbalance on
application of power. The unique design of this signal conditioner fulfills the requriements
of the Trident II Missile.

INTRODUCTION

Airborne strain gage signal conditioning has traditionally taken a very conservative
approach. Unfortunately the airborne technology is well behind the state-of-the-art of
equipment used in laboratory environments.

Typical airborne signal conditioners consist of strain gage excitation, bridge completion
resistors, a passive bridge balance network, amplification, and antialiasing filters. Bridge
balance has typically been performed using a balance potentiometer or fixed resistor
networks in high vibration environments.

Todays flight test programs may require up to several thousand strain-gages on a single
large vehicle. Bridge balance adjustment, usually performed on preflight, can be time
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consumming even if computerised monitoring techniques are used to identify the out of
balance channels. Manual balance techniques with potentiometers are subject to errors of
misadjustment and inadvertent adjustment of the wrong channel.

The strain gages on board the Trident II Missile are subject to stress from gage installation,
missile assembly, and vehicle attitude. These stresses will change with time because of the
inherent instability of the missile motor case and strain gage bonding compounds. The
instrumentation system may be unused up to 10 years but accurate data is required 5
seconds after application of power. The missile, mounted in a launch tube, is inaccessible
for manual adjustments.

The Trident II(D-5) Missile instrumentation design team selected the BCA-916 with its
unique digital automatic balancing feature for all strain gages and strain gage type
transducers.

BCA-916 BRIDGE CONDITIONING AMPLIFIER ASSEMBLY

The BCA-916 is a microminiature signal conditioning assembly offering 16 plug in
modules (see Figure 1). Each 900,000 series module offers bridge completion, strain gage
excitation, digital auto-balance, instrumentation amplifier, and six-pole Butterworth filter.

900,000 SERIES BRIDGE CONDITIONING MODULES

The 900,000 series module is constructed using thick film hybrid technology. This
approach provides a very small module which meets the stringent environmental
requirements of aircraft, and missiles. The module is packaged in a standard non-hermetic
sealed unit containing two substrates. The module and its outline drawing are shown in
Figures 2 and 3. The modules plug into a motherboard in the Bridge Conditioning
Amplifier Assembly.

BRIDGE COMPLETION

Each module is factory configured for a 1, 2 or 4 arm strain gage. The completion network
consists of precision resistors which offer a very low temperature coefficient and excellent
tracking performance. Typical gage resistances range from 120 ohms to several thousand
ohms.



STRAIN GAGE EXCITATION

Each module accepts a preconditioned excitation voltage from the BCA power supply.
Each module contains an independent voltage regulator capable of exciting a strain-gage
with 5 volts at up to 50 ma. The regulator is foldback current protected.

DIGITAL AUTO-BALANCING

A block diagram of the digital auto-balance circuit is shown in Figure 4. Each module
contains all of the circuitry shown in the diagram. The oscillator is gated on by the
application of the reset command from the power supply. The counter/digital storage
circuit accepts the oscillator input and provides a parallel digital input to the D/A
converter. The converter output is applied to the offset input of the instrumentation
amplifier. When the amplifier output agrees with the factory set channel offset the
oscillator is gated off. Bridge balance has been achieved.

INSTRUMENTATION AMPLIFIER

The Instrumentation Amplifier is a high performance device capable of gains from 1 to
1000. The standard design has fixed gain but, user selectable gain resistors can be
provided on terminals in the assembly as an option.

LOW PASS FILTER

A 6-pole Butterworth filter is provided at the output of the instrumentation amplifier. This
filter has a fixed frequency with a cutoff between 10 Hz to 10,000 Hz. The filter provides a
flat (±0.5 db) response within the passband and a rolloff of 36 db per octave. Unfiltered
data can be provided as an option.

OUTPUT OFFSET

The balance point of each module is factory preset. Typical offset values are 0.5, 2.5 and
4.5; however, any value between 0 and 5 volts can be specified. The BCA will accept
bridge unbalance to ±200% of the full scale input range.

SHUNT CALIBRATION

Shunt calibration is available as an option with user selectable resistors mounted on
terminals in the assembly.



BCA-916 CHASSIS AND POWER SUPPLY

The BCA is packaged in a machined aluminum housing with overall dimensions of 9" x
2.2" X 2.0" including mounting fasteners. The housing contains a power supply which
provides all power for the unit.

The BCA-916 power supply is designed to accept 28 ±6 Vdc from a missile or aircraft
power source. The unit complies with the EMI constraints of MIL-STD-461B and will
accept over-voltage to 40 volts and reverse application of power without damage. The
supply provides ±15 volts to each module and +8 volts to the regulator in each module for
the strain gage excitation. The automatic balance command is created in the power supply
and applied to all modules. An external command can also be accepted to rebalance the
module. A block diagram of the power supply can be found in Figure 5.

CONCLUSIONS

Innovative technology has been applied to the traditional world of airborne signal
conditioning. A high performance bridge conditioning amplifier assembly by Aydin Vector
offers the instrumentation user laboratory performance in a small airborne package. The
technique was selected for the Trident II to solve the problems of balancing inaccessible
strain gages with long term drift.



FIGURE 1
RESISTIVE TEMPERATURE DEVICE SIGNAL CONDITIONER



FIGURE 2
AYDIN VECTOR MMP-900 MASTER SLAVE SYSTEM


